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What is it? 
A dazzling adventure through a seductive, 

continental atmosphere. It is the turn of the 19th 

Century in a fantasy Paris, colour and vibrancy rule 

the streets and seedy underground cabaret 

entertainment is king. Here, the excitement and thrill 

of the nightclub draws thousands from miles around. 

A theatrical spectacular - it’s the joie de vivre!  

How does it work?  
Guests are transported into an electrifying world of 

intense colour, light and sound to suit your audience 

and budget. We have an extensive collection of 

theming, decorations and entertainment: speak to us 

to design your perfect den of iniquity!  

Example Evening  

Approaching the room, guests wander through  

dimly lit French streets with balconies, painted street 

cafes and tables dressed with gingham tablecloths.  

The sound of a lone French accordionist can be 

heard in the distance.  

Guests will then proceed through the stone effect 

Montmartre entrance, to be greeted by French 

courtesans and experience the turn of the century 

splendor of the Moulin Rouge! The distant sounds  

of can-can music will be emanating from the  

cafes and clubs.  

 

 

Red lights reveal exotic ladies in black lace dresses, 

who address the guests with broken English and  

a sharp French accent. The main dining area is 

dressed in the style of a Parisian club - with each 

table adorned with a table centre of red and  

black plumes.  

Red and orange uplighters on dimmers are 

positioned around the room draped with red fabric 

and twinkle lights, standing beneath a backdrop of 

the Moulin Rouge windmill and the Eiffel Tower.  

Star cloth material twinkles behind the stage and a 

projector screens the Moulin Rouge movie and 

themed images through the hazy air and onto the 

walls and ceiling.  

During dinner, without warning, music will strike up 

and the French courtesans will scream and leap  

into action - performing a series of can-can style 

routines. After their final performance, they will 

encourage guests onto the dance floor to  

continue the dancing… 
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Who is it suitable for? 
• Colleagues and clients  

• All ages, genders and business backgrounds  

• Most effective for larger groups  

What are the benefits and outcomes?  
• A great talking point  

• Breaks down social barriers  

• Improved team bonding  

• An evening event to be remembered   

 

Example Enhancements and Options 

• Feature ice vodka luges, carved into any shape  

• Increase the entertainment options of your  

 Parisian Extravaganza with a selection of casino 

 tables for guests to wager their ‘Euros’  

• Include a suitably French mime artist  

• During pre-dinner drinks, our Moulin Rouge girls’ 

 could give away souvenir themed items to the 

 guests: e.g. fake moustaches and monocles for 

 the men and feather boas for the women  

Parisian Extravaganza 

Number of people 30 - 300 or more 

Duration From 3 hours 

Venue / Logistics Indoor 

What we supply 
All decorations, entertainers, focal features and food/drink to meet party 

brief. Pre-event planning and on site management.   

Pricing Price on application. 

Health and safety Risk Assessed  and £10million Public & Product Liability. 

Timing and Logistics: 


